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How Do We Know We Are Truly in Alignment With What We Desire and Are Ready to
Receive it? ~ Truly Releasing What We Desire to the Universe
by OneSoul Realationships on Wednesday, January 7, 2009 at 4:51pm

We are inundated with a world collective consciousness resonating at a collective
energy that is far lower than it could be. Today I saw what TV is about these days
which is a good reflection of this resonance. I was told all the pubs are filled to watch
some fight that has become popular. There seems to be a normalcy about having
ailments, money issues, and stress within about everyone that is met.
How do we protect ourself from all the above? How do we move through these
energy fields unscathed? How do we heal others and bring them to the shelter of
protection also? What is our role in changing the resonance of the planet? How do we
get past the day to day need for money and shelter etc. so we can get on with the real
'business' at hand. How do we release from our own internal struggles and unmet
desires? Particularly in the areas of relationship, health, spirituality, and wealth? How
do we arrive and awaken into total freedom in each area?
In your heart, you already know the answer….
Today I sat next to a fireplace. The fresh wood was cracking, the fire and embers were
generating lots of heat and light. The beautiful dance of the flames was enchanting.
Around me was the power of electricity being harnessed to also generate light etc. Both
fire and electricity are very real sources of energy that when harnessed do amazing
works. Love is such a power. Love is infinitely more powerful than fire and electricity
combined. It is a very real energy source that moves in harmony with all around it.
To harness the power of Love….Love is free from being harnessed for Love is infinite,
Love is All That Is, and All That Is is free from being contained or harnessed. To harness
or contain is to place within a box or attach such a Love. Love is free from attachments.
To harness the power of Love is simply to BE Love in this moment and in that Love is
free....There is free from being any need to obey any laws of Love, all the above is yours
now even free from any 'having to' obey any laws, this very moment. For Love simply
just IS.

To harness the power of light and electricity....hmmm....we are free from harnessing
these as well. For within a candle or such a fireplace is a light that shines that is infinite
within its scope and reach. the illusion is that it is contained within a vessel of a hearth
or a wick, and yet its light is illuminescent infinitely beyond this of that the eye can see.
As I love Christmas and Yes, Virginia There is a Santa Claus is one of my favourites,
Spirit pouring through me shares of the lines from the editor's reply in which he says
among the many beautiful words of wisdom "The most real things in the world are
those that neither children nor men can see.... Nobody can conceive or imagine all the
wonders there are unseen and unseeable in the world….Only faith, poetry, love,
romance, can push aside that curtain and view and picture the supernal beauty and
glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia , in all this world there is nothing else real and
abiding.” This right here is why I love the spirit of Christmas and winter and what the
season gives within it….For these words behold what it is that is within our hearts at
Christmas time and in each OM, each One Moment and is of the luminescence of a Love
and a Light in manifesting, in BEing all we desire that has us create all we desire when
we are in alignment with this desire and release it to the universe for it to simply BE.
Ah indeed to harness the power of light and electricity would be as to harness Love or
attempt to ‘obey’ some laws about it or about the universe, to do so would be to limit its
very existence! Love, Light, electricity are infinite and beyond this! We may provide
such a clear conduit as a wick or a hearth or a heart or an electrical wire for such Love,
Light, and electricity to run its course through just as the river flows through into the
sea, but to contain such Love, Light, and electricity into a harness is to box and attach
the very being that it is! To BE Love in this moment is to indeed allow the river to flow
into the sea, to allow the clear conduit of letting it be what is meant to be simply just BE.
The resonance of 'have to's' or 'obeying' or 'musts' or 'shoulds' reside within the ego
that believes that one is to be or something is to be a certain way 'in order' for
something else to be so. Even 'in order to's' reside within ego. These are the resistant
thoughts of ego being asked to be shifted into Oneness, into Love. Within Oneness,
within Love, there is free from being any such things as resistant thoughts. Love simply
IS or Infinitely Spiritual.
How do you know if you are offering ‘resistant thoughts’ and whether you have truly
let go of what it is that you desire, still believing it with all your heart that it is meant to
be because it already is now, and yet letting go of the outcome as to the how and when
of it all and allowing the universe to create its magic within bringing to you what it is
that you desire that is already yours?

Is there a way of knowing that you have released this process to the universe while
still believing within the vision you have received?
In releasing the process to the universe, you will know you have done so in the way
you answer these questions…Really look deep within your heart when answering these
questions and answer truthfully from the heart. For there is no right or wrong answer,
there just is the answer that is within your heart, deep within you.
~ Are you looking for a specific outcome to come in a certain way and within a
particular time frame?
~ Are you saying to yourself that because you have been doing everything ‘right’ that
somehow ‘life owes you’ what you would consider as the specific or favorable
outcome?
~ Are you stipulating that you will be free from being able to get on with your life
purpose or work of BEing the Love and Light you are in service to humanity unless
your situation changes in a particular way or unless ‘such and such’ occurs? And
finally….
~ Are you leaving the outcome completely open to whatever is meant to BE, meant to
occur, knowing beyond all knowing, understanding beyond all understanding that
whatever it is, it will bring the best possible solution to what you desire in a way in
which you will find enjoyable and better than anything you could have ever dreamed
and envisioned?
If your answers to all or any of the first three questions above are yes, then you know
that the process is still residing in a place of conditions and of ego as far as you are
concerned and that there is attachment to what it is you desire within the how and
within way it is to come to you.
If you can answer from deep within your heart, deep within your soul ‘yes’ to
question 4, then you will know and understand that you have indeed released your
request to the universe and are open to receive what it is that you desire.
If you have really come to a place deep within your being that question 4 is a yes and
resonates deep within you and that you are Truly in alignment with what you Desire
and are ready to receive it and that you have truly released it to the universe
unconditionally, then what? What’s next you may ask?

You go on living your life. You move in Love and Light within what you desire
already that it is yours already, because it is. How does what you desire then come into
BEing, how does it occur? You are, of course, a co~creator within the emergence of your
desire. Its arrival comes when you literally ‘go with the flow of the river of Love’,
flowing with your feelings, with the signs of the universe given you in each moment,
BEing whatever feels of Love to you within What Would Love Do now in each moment,
constantly reminding your soul of your vision that it is already and that you let go of
the how and when, just knowing, believing and understanding that it is. Life is free
from ever being stagnant. There’s nothing passive about releasing into the flow of the
river for the river flows. It means aligning your soul with all the evolved energy of the
universe in fulfilling your life purpose.
How do we protect ourselves from normalcy within having ailments, money issues,
and stress? How do we move through these energy fields unscathed? How do we heal
others and bring them to the shelter of protection also? What is our role in changing the
resonance of the planet? How do we get past the day to day need for money and shelter
etc. so we can get on with the real 'business' at hand. How do we release from our own
internal struggles and unmet desires? Particularly in the areas of relationship, health,
spirituality, and wealth? How do we arrive and awaken into total freedom in each area?
How do we resonate within consciousness of TV and other such things that reflect the
opposite?
In your heart you already know the answer....By BEing Love and BEing that of what it
is we do desire rather than focusing on what we do not want. Focusing on what we do
not want brings more of the same. Within believing within all our heart of a vision
given us by the Master Artist of what we desire we create this into BEing. When we
receive a vision we are to FEEL the vision not just see the vision. We are to FEEL it deep
within the core of our being and in that feeling brings what we feel into BEing. How do
we get past the day to day need for money and shelter to get onto the real 'business' at
hand is simply by envisioning what we desire and following the signs given us from
Spirit even if the universe gives us the opposite as the opposite is just a way for us to
get clear about who we are and what we desire and that once we do and be this, in
BEing Love each moment, all you desire is yours and comes into BEing instantly. It
comes the moment that we release to the universe in Love what we desire, leaving the
outcome completely open as to the how and the when, just still believing with all our
heart that it will be….because it already is.
Internal struggles and unmet desires come when we deny what is to be and when we
deny the signs that are given us and following those signs where we are meant to go

within the rivers flow of love and when we deny what is within our heart and when we
deny the love within our heart that is guiding us in each moment. I know this all too
well for many years I forgot this wisdom. It was the real Troubadour and the real
Princess who awakened this within one another again, and is why we come to you with
such wisdom from the heart.
In your heart you already know the answer, yes indeed, in your heart you already
know the answer....We live in a field of duality for a reason and that reason is so that we
can see all that is not Love, all that is not of what we desire, so we can be clear about
who we are and what we desire and to reaffirm that in each moment the opposite in
polarity, in duality comes our way. How do we do this? It is free from 'doing'
anything...its resonance comes from BEing....BEing Love in each moment. BEing the
Love of Oneness Love of All and the Love of sacred hearts entwine, these two BEing as
One in each moment....The Lord of the Star Fields, Author of All That Is, is these two
essences of Love BEing as One always, in all ways and gives all for us to experience
both such Loves as One.
Ah Yes, dearest one, there resides within your heart the answers, you know the
answers within your heart sweet love….it is right before you within these words and
the message upon the winds this nigh be carried you….The answer is Love....
You are so loved by all that is Love and in that you are loved by us.
If you pass this on to 5 people in the next 10 minutes you will have blessed 5 people
within the next 10 minutes.

Namaste and with deep Love ~
Natu (Chris) and Nenari
The Real Troubadour and The Real Princess
OneSoul

